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Demonstration of a mental analog
of an external rotation

LYNN A. COOPER
University ofCalifornia, San Diego, La Jolla; California 92093

Subjects imagined a designated two-dimensional shape rotating within a blank, circular field at a
self-determined rate. At some point during the mental rotation, a test shape was presented at one of 12
picture-plane orientations, and the subject was required to determine as rapidly as possible whether the
test shape was the same as the originally designated shape or was its mirror image. When the test shape
was presented in the expected orientation (the orientation assumed to correspond to the current
orientation of the rotating internal representation), reaction time was short and constant, regardless of
the angular departure of that orientation from a previously trained position. This was true even when the
test shape was presented in an orientation which had not previously been tested. When the test shape was
presented at some other. unexpected orientation, reaction time increased linearly with the angular
difference between the expected orientation and the orientation of the test shape. It is argued that these
results provide a demonstration of the "analog" nature of mental rotation.

Recently. several investigators have reported that
the time required to determine whether two visual
stimuli are the same in shape or mirror images
increases linearly with the angular difference between
the orientations of the visual stimuli (Cooper. 1975:
Cooper & Shepard. 1973: Metzler. 1973; Metzler &
Shepard. 1974; Shepard & Metzler. 1971). This linear
relationship between reaction time and angular
difference in orientation has led these investigators to
suggest that subjects perform the task by "mentally
rotating" an internal representation of one of the
visual stimuli into congruence with the orientation of
the other stimulus and then comparing the two
representations for a match or a mismatch in shape.

Cooper and Shepard (1973). Metzler and Shepard
(1974), and Shepard (1975) have viewed this process
of mental rotation as an internal analog of the process
that occurs when the rotation of an external object is
perceived. Central to these investigators' notions is the
idea that. during a mental rotation. the internal
process passes through a pathway or a trajectory. This
trajectory can be viewed as a series of intermediate
states. between the beginning and the end of the
process. which have a one-to-one correspondence to
the intermediate stages in the external rotation of an
object. This one-to-one correspondence between the
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intermediate states in a mental rotation and a rotation
of an external object need not be one of structural
isomorphism between the internal representation
underoing the mental rotation and the external object
undergoing the physical rotation. Rather, the
correspondence may entail only that. during a mental
rotation. the internal process passes through a series
of states at each one of which the subject is especially
prepared for the presentation of a particular external
object in a particular orientation.

The linear relationship between reaction time and
angular difference in orientation. obtained in the
studies mentioned above, is one form of evidence that
the internal process underlying the observed reaction
times is passing through an ordered series of stages.
That is. the linear reaction-time function indicates
that the time needed to compare two visual objects
presented at orientations A and C is an additive
combination of the time needed to compare those
objects presented at orientations A and B and the time
needed to compare those objects presented at
orientations Band C. This finding is indirect evidence
for the claim that the internal process underlying
comparison of the objects presented in orientations A
and C passes through an intermediate state
corresponding to orientation B.

The objective of the present experiment is to
provide additional. more conclusive evidence that the
internal process underlying comparison of visual
objects differing in orientation is specifically one of
rotation. in that the successive states in the trajectory
through which the process passes have a one-to-one
correspondence to the successive stages in the rotation
of an external object. This evidence consists of
demonstrating that. while mentally rotating an
internal representation of a visual shape from
orientation A to orientation C. the most rapid
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discriminative responses are obtained to an external
test shape presented in an· intermediate orientation B.

The present experiment incorporates and expands
upon reatures of two previous stud ies designed to
dcruoustrute this sort of correspondence between a
mental rotation and an external rotation of a physical
object (see Cooper -': Shepard. 1473. Experiment II.
and Metzler. 1(73). Specifically, subjects are
instructed to imagine a designated visual shape

. rotating within a circular tield at a self-determined
rate (ct. Metzler. 1473; Metzler -':Shepard. 1474). At
some randomly determined point during the mental
rotation. a test probe is presented and the subject is
required to determine as rapidly as possible whether
the test form is the same as the originally designated
shape or its mirror image. On a portion of the trials.
the test probe is presented in the "expected"
orientation-viz. the external orientation assumed to
be congruent with the orientation of the rotating
internal representation of the designated shape (cf.
Cooper -': Shepard. 1973. Experiment l I). On the
remainder of the trials. the test probe is presented in
some other "unexpected" orientation. The points in
time during the mental rotation at which test probes
are presented are based on estimated rotation rates for
the present subjects and present stimuli from a
previous study (Cooper. 1975).

The significant novel feature of the present
experiment is that on a small proportion of the trials.
test probes are presented at intermediate orientations
which are unfamiliar to the subjects. In the Cooper
(I (75) experiment. the present subjects viewed test
forms at six equally spaced orientations about the
circle. In the present experiment. test probes are
introduced at orientations between these six familiar
positions. If reaction times to "expected". probes
presented in these intermediate orientations are as
rapid as reaction times to "expected" probes
presented at previously experienced orientations. then
evidence for the analog nature of mental rotation. in
the sense outlined above. is provided. Such an
outcome would demonstrate that. in rotating from
orientation A to orientation C. the internal process
does pass through an intermediate state correspond
ing to orientation B.

METHOD

Subjects
The six subjects were all students and staff at Stanford

University. This group of subjects consisted of all of the original
participants in a set of earlier. related experiments (Cooper. 1975)
who were still residing in the Stanford area.

Stimuli
The stimuli were the eight random. angular shapes used by

Cooper (\975). These two-dimensional shapes varied in the number
of angles or points determining intlections on the perimeter. from a
minimum of tJ points to a maximum of 24 points. For each shape.
both an arbitrarily selected "standard" version and its mirror image
or "reflected" version were included in the stimulus set.
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Advance "identity" cues were also presented. Identity
information consisted of an outline drawing of the standard version
of the upcoming test form. displayed in a previously learned
orientation. In the Cooper (\975) experiments. the present subjects
had learned to discriminate standard versions of the shapes from
retlected versions at one of six picture-plane orientations. This
orientation constituted the previously learned or "trained"
orientation in which the identity cue was presented. All stimuli were
presented in an lconix three-field tachistoscope and appeared
centered within an illuminated circular field with a black surround.
Luminance of the circular field was 68.S cd/m-, and it subtended a
visual angle of 4 0

• Both the test forms and the identity cues sub
tended an angle of about 2" .

In order to reduce the number of trials per subject. each subject
was tested with only three of the eight possible shapes. F~ms were
assigned randomly to individual subjects. with the constsaint that
the eight forms be represented approximately equally across
subjects.

Procedure
Prior to the experimental trials. each subject was refamiliarized

with both standard and reflected versions of the test shapes and
completed 3tJ practice trials using the standard experimental
procedure.

The sequence of events on each experimental trial was as follows:
The subject was told that the trial was beginning. and the identity
cue was displayed for 2 sec. The identity cue informed the subject
as to the standard shape for that trial. and it was always presented
in the trained orientation. Immediately following the offset of the
identity cue. there was a lOO-msec blackout. This brief blackout
informed the subject that he was to prepare to imagine the standard
shape which had been presented as the identity cue rotating in a
clockwise direction. A blank, circular field was then presented, and
the subject began the mental rotation. At some preselected time
after the initiation ofthe mental rotation. a test form was presented
at one of 12 equally spaced orientations within the circular field.
The subject determined as rapidly as possible whether the test
shape was the same as the identity cue (a standard version) or its
mirror image (a retlected version). "Standard" responses were
signaled by pushing a right-hand button. and "reflected" responses
were signaled by pushing a left-hand button. This response
assignment was reversed for the one left-handed subject. so the
preferred hand was always used to respond "standard."

There were two types of experimental trials-"probe-expected"
trials and "probe-unexpected" trials. On "probe-expected" trials.
the test form was presented in the expected orientation. i.e .. the
orientation assumed to be congruent with the current orientation of
the rotating internal representation of the identity cue. This was
accomplished in the following manner. For each subject and each
standard shape. rotation rates were computed from the data of
Cooper's (\975) Experiment II. (These rates were determined by
plotting mean reaction time as a function of angular departure of
the test form from the trained orientation for each individual
subject and each test shape. The slope of the best-fitting straight
line was computed for each reaction-time function. and the
reciprocal of the slope provided an estimate of rotation rate.
expressed as degrees per millisecond.) Each rotation rate was then
used to determine the duration of the blank. circular "rotation"
field for a test form presented at a given orientation. Durations were
thus computed for each individual subject. each standard shape.
and each test-form orientation. Consider. for example. a subject
whose estimated rotation rate for a particular standard shape was
1.5°/msec. For this subject. on a "probe-expected" trial on which
the test form was presented at 120"0f clockwise rotation from the
trained orientation. the duration of the blank. circular "rotation"
field would have been 80 msec.

On the majority of the "probe-expected" trials ("probe-expected.
familiar" trials). the test form was presented in one of six equally
spaced orientations around the circle (in 60" steps of clockwise
rotation. starting from the trained orientation). The subjects were
familiar with viewing the test forms in these positions. as only these
six orientations were used in the Cooper (\ 975) experiments. On the
remainder of the "probe-expected" trials ("probe-expected.
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Figure 1. Reaction·tIme results for the group data. In the
left-hand panel, mean reaction time Is plotted as a function of
angular departure of the test probe from the trained orientation for
"probe-expected" trials only. Open circles represent unfamUlar test
probes, and solid circles represent familiar test probes. In the
right·hand panel, mean reaction time Is plotted as a function of
angular departure of the test probe from the expected orientation
for "probe.unexpected" trials.

General Experimental Design
Each of the six subjects completed 108 "probe-expected.

familiar" trials. 36 "probe-expected. unfamiliar" trials. and 108
"probe-unexpected" trials. The "probe-expected. familiar" trials
consisted of three presentations of each of the three standard shapes
at each of the six familiar orientations in both standard and
retlected versions. The "probe-expected. unfamiliar" trials
consisted of one presentation of each combination of standard
shape. unfamiliar orientation and test-form version. Thus. each of
the "probe-expected. unfamiliar" trials was unique.

The "probe-unexpected" trials consisted of three presentations of
each of the three standard shapes at each of the familiar
orientations in both standard and reflected versions. The three
presentations consisted of one presentation at each of three angular
departures from the expected orientation. For any given expected
orientation. the three angular departures were 60". 120". and 180".

unfamiliar" trials). the test form was presented at an orientation in
which the subjects had never before viewed the form. These
unfamiliar orientations were the six intermediate 30" steps between
the familiar six 60° steps of clockwise rotation. Thus. the unfamiliar
orientations consisted of 30". CX1'. ISO". 210". 270". and 330"
angular departures from the trained orientation. and familiar
orientations consisted of 0" . 60". 120". 180".240". and 300" angular
departures from the trained orientation.

On "probe-unexpected" trials. the test form was presented in an
orientation departing from the assumed current orientation of the
rotating internal representation of the identity cue. Only the six
familiar orientations were used on these "probe-unexpected" trials.
The duration of the blank. circular "rotation" field and the angular
departu re of the test form from the expected orientation were
computed from the rotation rates described above. Consider. again.
the subject whose rotation rate for a particular shape was
) .5° msec. For a "probe-unexpected" trial on which the test form
was presented at 120° of clockwise rotation from the trained
orientation and at a 120" counterclockwise angular departure from
the expected orientation. the duration of the blank. circular
"rotation" field would have been 160 msec,

Instructions to the subjects emphasized both speed and accuracy
of the discriminative "standard-reflected" response. Subjects were
instructed to begin the mental rotations as soon as the blank,
circular "rotation" tield appeared. and they were encouraged to
perform the mental rotations at a natural. comfortable rate.
Subjects were not told that test forms would sometimes appear in
unfamiliar orientations.

GROUP DATA (N:6)

Both standard and retlected versions were presented as test probes
for 180" departures from the expected orientation. For 60" and 120"
departures. the trial composition was more complex. Since 60" and
120"departures could be in either a clockwise or a counterclockwise
direction. one direction of angular departure was selected for
presentation of the standard test form. and the other direction of
angular departure was selected tor presentation ofthe reflected test
form. Assignment of test-form version to direction of angular
departure was done as follows for each of the six subjects: For two
of the test forms. standard test probes were presented at 60"
clockwise departures and at 120" counterclockwise departures.
Retlected test probes were presented at 60° counterclockwise
departures and at 120" clockwise departures. For the third test
form. this assignment of standard-reflected version to .tirection of
angular departure was reversed. The above assignment resulted in
an equal number of standard and reflected test probes at each
angular departure from the expected orientation. and it also
permitted equal presentation of each of the three test forms in both
standard and retlected versions at each of the six familiar
orientations.

For each subject. the 252 experimental trials were presented in a
random order and required approximately three I-h sessions. Trials
on which errors were made were retaken. interspersed with
additional tiller trials.

RESULTS

Reaction-Time Results
The principal reaction-time results for the group

data are illustrated in Figure I. In the left-hand
panel. mean reaction time-averaged over subjects.
test forms. and standard-reflected versions-is
plotted as a function of angular departure of the test
form from the trained orientation for "probe
expected" trials only.

Note. in particular. two features of these data:
(a) On "probe-expected" trials. average time required
to discriminate standard from retlected test forms is
virtually constant. regardless of the angular departure
of the test form from a previously learned orientation.
(b) Mean reaction times to test probes presented in
unfamiliar orientations (30° probes) are approximate-
ly equal to mean reaction times to probes presented in
familiar orientations (60° probes). The range of mean
reaction times plotted in the left-hand panel of
Figure I is only 32 msec, and mean raction time to
unfamiliar probes is not significantly different from
mean reaction time to familiar probes (tl0 = .74.
p > .20).1 In addition. though not illustrated in
Figure l , "standard" responses were faster than
"reflected" responses at all test-form orientations .
This standard-reflected difference averaged about
65 msec for unfamiliar probes and 60 msec for
familiar probes.

In the right-hand panel of Figure I. mean reaction
time is plotted as a function of angular departure of
the test form from the expected orientation. The 0°
point represents an average of all "probe-expected"
trials (i.e .. all of the data points plotted in the
left-hand panel of Figure I). The 60°. 120°. and 180°
points are averaged over subjects. test forms. angular
departure from the trained orientation. standard
reflected versions. and clockwise and counter
clockwise angular departures.
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In marked contrast to the tlat reaction-time
function for "probe-expected" trials (ct. Figure I.
Iclt-huud panel). mean reaction time to unexpected
probes increases quite linearly with the angular
departure of the test form from the expected
orientation. A polynomial regression computed on
this reaction-time function revealed a highly
significant linear component [F( 1.2) = 1963.09.
P < .00 II and no signiticant quadratic or higher order
effects, The slope of this reaction-time function.
shown in the right-hand panel of Figure I, compares
well with the slope of the reaction-time function from
the data of Cooper (1975), computed for just these six
subjects and the appropriate test shapes. The values
of the slopes from the two experiments are 1.59 and
I.74. re~ pcctively. Slopes for four of the subjects were
smaller 111 the present experiment than in the earlier
Cooper (1975) experiment. and slopes for two of the
subjects were larger in the present experiment. A t test
for a difference between the group slope in the present
experiment and the group slope in the Cooper (1975)
experiment proved nonsigniticant (15 1.73.
P > .(5). Finally. though not shown in the right-hand
panel of Figure I. "standard" responses were an
average 52 msec faster than "reflected" responses on
"probe-unexpected" trials.

Analyses of variance confirm the results for the
group data shown in Figure I. Separate analyses of
variance were performed on data for each of the trial
types. viz. "probe-expected. familiar" trials.
"probe-expected. unfamiliar" trials. and "probe
unexpected" trials. Factors in the analyses of both
types of "probe-expected" trials were "subjects."
"angular departure from the trained orientation."
and "standard-reflected versions. "2 For "probe-

expected. unfamiliar" trials. only the main effects of
"su bjects' and "standard -retlected versions" were
significant [F(5.25) = 39.00. p < .001. and F(l.5) =
b.YO. P < .05. respectively]. For "probe-expected.
familiar" trials. these two main effects were again
significant [FI5.144) = 151.43. P < .001. and F(1.s)
== 1472. P < .05). and. in addition. two interactions
with the factor "subjects" were signiticant (for the
Subject by Angular Departure from Trained
Orientation interaction. F(2S.144) = 2.51, P < .01,
and for the three-way interaction of these two factors
with the factor of "versions." F(2S.144) £. 2.13.
p < .01).

Factors in the analysis of "probe-unexpected" trials
were "subjects." "angular departure from the trained
oricnturion ," "angular dcp.ciure from the expected
orientation." and "stundard-retlected versions." The
only two main effects to achieve statistical significance
were "subjects" [F(5,50) = 172.70, P < .001] and
"angular departure from the expected orientation"
IFI2.1O) = 30.50. p < .01]. Note, in particular. that
the main effect of "angular departure from the
trained orientation" was not significant [F(5,25) =
2.04. r > .IOJ. In addition. the two-way interactions
of Subjects by Angular Departure from the Trained
Orientation and Subjects by Angular Departure from
the Expected Orientation were significant [FI2s.50)
= 2.49, p < .01, and F(IO,50) = 2.36, p < .05,
respect ivelyJ.

The data for each of the six individual subjects are
illustrated in Figures 2 and 3. In Figure 2, mean
reaction times for "probe-expected" trials are plotted
as a function of angular departure of the test form
from the trained orientation, corresponding to the
group data shown in the left-hand panel of Figure 1.
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Figure 3. Mean reaction time to unexpected
test probes, plotted as a function of angular
departure of the test probe from the expected
orientation, for each of the six individual
subjects. The functions for the Individual
subjects correspond to the group function
Oluskated In the right-band panel of Figure 1•

The central features of the group data are reflected in
the data of each of the individual subjects. For all six
subjects. reaction time to expected test probes is
ncarlv constant for al1 test-form orientations.
Best-fitting straight lines for each of the six
reaction-time plots in Figure 2 show an appreciable
positive slope for only one subject (Subject 2). In
addition. mean reaction times to test probes presented
in unfamiliar orientations are virtually indistinguish
able from mean reaction times to test probes
presented in .tamiliar orientations. Mean reaction
times to familiar and unfamiliar test probes were
significantly different for only one of the individual
subjects (for Subject S.. ts = 2.30, P < .025).

In Figure 3. mean reaction times for "probe
unexpected" trials are plotted as a function of angular
departure of the test probe from the expected
orientation. corresponding to the group data shown in
the right-hand panel of Figure I. Again. the data for
each of the individual subjects capture the essential
features of the group data. For all six subjects, mean
reaction time increases in a strikingly linear fashion
with angular departure of the test form from the
trained orientation. Though not illustrated in Figures
2 and 3. "standard" responses were faster than
"reflected" responses for each of the six subjects and
for both "probe-expected" and "probe-unexpected"
trials.

Errors
Error rates for individual subjects ranged from

1.6% to 7.4%. with a group average of 4.9%.
Average error rates for "unexpected, familiar" and
"unexpected. unfamiliar" probes were approximately
equal-3.7% and 4.4%, respectively. Average error
rate for "unexpected" probes was 6.2%. For both
expected and unexpected probes, errors were

distributed approximately equally over angular
departures from the trained orientation. For
unexpected probes, error rates increased mono
tonical1y with angular departure from the expected
orientation.

DISCUSSION

The first significant feature of the data from the
present experiment is the virtual1y constant reaction
time to test probes presented in the expected
orientation. regardless of the angular departure of
that orientation from the previously trained position
(cf. Figure I. left-hand panel, for the group data and
Figure 2 for the data of individual. subjects). These
flat reaction-time functions can be compared with the
striking increase in reaction time with angular
departure from the trained orientation obtained by
Cooper (1975) for these same subjects and same test
forms. The difference between these two situations is
that the procedure used in the present experiment
permitted presentation of the test probe at an
orientation for which the subject was maximal1y
prepared and. hence, yielded essential1y constant
reaction times to probes at al1 angular departures
from the trained orientation. Thus, the flat
reaction-time function indicates that, during the
mental rotation, the internal process passed through
an ordered series of states which consisted of a
sequence of "readinesses" to respond discriminatively
to a particular stimulus presented in a particular
external orientation.

The second and perhaps most significant aspect of
the data presented in Figures I and 2 is that reaction
times to familiar (600 step) expected probes were no
faster than reaction times to unfamiliar (300 step)
expected probes. This result provides evidence that



the internal process which the subjects were carrying
out in accordance with instructions was specifically
one of rotation. in that the process passed through a
trajectory of states which had a one-to-one
correspondence to the intermediate stages in the
rotation of an external object. That is. the near
equivalence of reaction times to familiar and
unfamiliar expected test probes indicates that. in
rotating from a familiar orientation. A. to another
familiar orientation. C. the internal process passed
through an intermediate state corresponding to an
unfamiliar orientation. B. at which the subject was
most prepared for the presentation of a visual
stimulus which he had never before viewed in that
particular external orientation. If subjects were using
some process other than a mental rotation such as. for
example. successively generating representations of
the standard shape in the familiar 60° positions only.
then we should expect reaction times to familiar
probes to be uniformly shorter than reaction times to
unfamiliar probes presented in intermediate
orientations. 3

In marked contrast to the flat reaction-time
functions obtained for "probe-expected" trials.
reaction times to unexpected test probes increased
linearly and quite sharply with angular departure of
the test probe from the expected orientation (cf.
Figure I. right-hand panel. for the group data and
Figure 3 for the data of individual subjects). These
linear reaction-time functions suggest that subjects
used a process of mental rotation in determining the
"standard-reflected" version of unexpected test
probes. In this case. subjects could have undertaken a
correctional "poststimulus" rotation (cf. Cooper.
1975) in order to achieve congruence between the
orientation of the external. unexpected test probe and
the expected orientation. The representation of the
standard shape presented as the identity cue could
have been rotated. in a clockwise or counterclockwise
direction. into the orientation of the test probe. and
the two representations could then have been
compared for a match or mismatch in shape.
Alternatively. a representation of the test probe could
have been rotated into the expected orientation.
Additional evidence that a correctional "post
stimulus" rotation was used on "probe-unexpected"
trials derives from the fact that the values of the slopes
of the reaction-time functions in Figure 3 are quite
close to the slope values estimated for each of these six
subjects in the Cooper (\ 975) rotation experiments.

The linear increase in reaction time with angular
departure from the expected orientation on
"probe-unexpected" trials has a further implication.
In the absence of these data. any interpretation of the
constant reaction times obtained on "probe
expected" trials would be somewhat problematic.
That is. one could argue that the experienced subjects
in the present experiment had learned to identity
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rotationally invariant features of the test shapes which
served to distinguish standard from reflected versions.
This explanation could account for the equivalence of
reaction time to expected probes presented at all
angular departures from the trained orientation;
however. it also predicts that reaction time to
unexpected probes should be rapid and independent
of orientation. Thus. the flat reaction-time function
obtained for "probe-expected" trials, in conjunction
with the linear increase in reaction time obtained for
"probe-unexpected" trials. provides strong support
for the claim that a process of mental rotatien was
used both in preparing for the presentation of a test
probe and in determining the version of a test probe
presented in an unexpected orientation.

In summary. the results of the present experiment
provide a demonstration of the analog nature of
mental rotation. In particular. these results show
that. during a mental rotation. the internal process
passes through a trajectory of intermediate states
which have a one-to-one correspondence to the
intermediate stages in an external rotation. Each
intermediate state through which the internal process
passes consists of a readiness to respond
discriminatively to a particular external object in a
particular external orientation. if such an object were
actually to be presented (d. Cooper & Shepard. 1973;
Shepard. 1975).

On the basis of the data from the present
experiment. it is not possible to determine whether the
process of mental rotation is strictly continuous in
nature or proceeds in a series of small, discrete steps.
Experimental discrimination between these alter
natives seems. at present. unfeasible. The equivalence
of reaction times to familiar and unfamiliar expected
probes suggests that the internal process may be
continuous and. at the very least. indicates that the
size of any discrete. component steps must be rather
small (a maximum of 30°). In addition. the above
result indicates that a mental rotation of at least 60° is
analog. in the sense that the process has an
intermediate state which has the required one-to-one
relationship to an intermediate stage in the rotation of
an external object.."
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NOTES

1. The reported t value is from a test which assumes that the two
samples (mean reaction time to familiar and unfamiliar expected
probes) are independent. An additional test for the difference
between means of correlated samples was performed in which each
mean reaction time to a familiar probe was paired with mean
reaction time to the succeeding unfamiliar probe. Thus. the pairs of
mean reaction times were to expected probes presented at (1' and
30". 60" and «r. 12(1' and 15(1'. 180" and 21(1'. 240" and 27(1'. and
300" and 33(1'. For this test. ts = .52. p > .30.

2. Since each of the six subjects used a different set of standard
shapes. reaction times were averaged over the three standard shapes

for each subject for the analyses of variance on the group data. In
all analyses. the factor of "subjects" was treated as a random effect.

3. It could be argued that the equivalence of reaction times to
familiar and unfamiliar expected probes resulted from the fact that.
during the course of the experiment. subjects became "familiar"
with probes presented in "unfamiliar" orientations. While it is
difficult to evaluate this objection. three features of the present
experiment render it unlikely. First, unfamiliar probes were
presented on a small proportion of the trials (only 36 of the 252
experimental trials). Second. order of presentation of trials of all
three types ("probe-expected, familiar," "probe-expected.
unfamiliar," and "probe-unexpected") was random. Third. on
each of the 36 "probe-expected, unfamiliar" trials. a unique
combination of standard shape. test-form version. and probed
orientation was presented.
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